
Sound Play

Tide Times

Listen to Crossings 1 and 2  
in your own time as  

you cross the walkway

Beach  
Speech

Grain of sand Postcards from 
Cramond

Glade Walk

Derelict
A Gift

Out to Sea

Stone Poems

Cramond  
Island

Use your map to navigate the island. Each track title 
corresponds to a place on the island where we suggest 
you listen to it. There is also a treasure chest in each 

location for you to find. These boxes contain invitations 
to play, make and explore. You can explore them in any 

order and you don’t have to find them all. 
For audio tracks and more information go to:  

www.tidetimescramond.wordpress.com 



Tide Times
Tide Times is a site-responsive installation by Laura Bissell and Tim Cooper created on and for the tidal 
island of Cramond. Tim and Laura visited the island between April and August and mapped a series of 
sounds, texts and experiences for you to explore. Tide Times is a playful piece that asks you to hunt for 
the many treasures this island contains, including ones that we have left for you to find.

Using recordings made on the island we have brought these to the studio to re-shape and reimagine 
them. These compositions heighten and exaggerate Cramond’s soundworld drawing attention to small 
details and to the rhythm of the island’s sounds. The sounds are combined with a palimpsest of texts 
including reflective accounts of visits to Cramond, site-responsive poems, fragments of found text, sea 
poems, and excerpts from oceanographer Rachel Carson’s The Edge of the Sea. The writings explore our 
experience of Cramond, its tidal qualities, and the multiple identities of the island over time. 

Cramond today is a place for visitors, tourists, dogwalkers, people young and old. It is also a place for 
insects, seabirds, wildlife and marine life. There used to be sheep, salmon fishing and oyster beds, but 
not anymore. There have been raves, music festivals, parties and the rescue of late-night revellers who 
have misjudged the tides, or whose dancing in the undergrowth made them forget the encroaching 
seawater. There were Romans, a long time ago. Then birdwatchers and scientists, researchers and 
performance-makers. We have been here. And now you are here too.

For more information on Tide Times go to www.tidetimescramond.wordpress.com 
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